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Abstract
The exclusive lasso (also known as elitist lasso) regularization has become popular recently
due to its superior performance on structured sparsity. Its complex nature poses difficulties
for the computation of high-dimensional machine learning models involving such a regularizer.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive sieving (AS) strategy for generating solution paths of
machine learning models with the exclusive lasso regularizer, wherein a sequence of reduced
problems with much smaller sizes need to be solved. In order to solve these reduced problems,
we propose a highly efficient dual Newton method based proximal point algorithm (PPDNA). As
important ingredients, we systematically study the proximal mapping of the weighted exclusive
lasso regularizer and the corresponding generalized Jacobian. These results also make popular
first-order algorithms for solving exclusive lasso models practical. Various numerical experi-
ments for the exclusive lasso models have demonstrated the effectiveness of the AS strategy for
generating solution paths and the superior performance of the PPDNA.
Keywords: Adaptive sieving, dual Newton method, proximal point algorithm, exclusive lasso
AMS subject classification: 90C06, 90C25, 90C90
1 Introduction
For a given feature matrix A = [a1, a2, · · · , an] ∈ Rm×n, we are interested in the machine learning
models of the form:
min
x∈Rn
{
h(Ax)− 〈c, x〉+ λp(x)
}
, (1)
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where c ∈ Rn is a given vector, h : Rm → R is a convex twice continuously differentiable function,
p : Rn → (−∞,+∞], a closed and proper convex function, is a regularizer which usually induces
structured sparsity for the solutions to the model, λ > 0 is a hyper-parameter which controls the
trade-off between the loss and sparsity level of the solutions.
Many regularizers have been proposed to enforce sparsity with desirable structure in the pre-
dictors learned by machine learning models. For example, the lasso model [30] can induce sparsity
in the predictors but without structured patterns, and the group lasso model [37] can induce inter-
group level sparsity. In some applications, intra-group level sparsity is desirable, which means that
not only features from different groups, but also features in a seemingly cohesive group are compet-
ing to survive. One application comes from performing portfolio selections both across and within
sectors in order to diversify the risk across different sectors. To achieve this intra-group sparsity, the
exclusive lasso regularizer was proposed in [42] (also named as elitist lasso [16]), originally for multi-
task learning. Since then, it has also been widely used in other applications later such as image
processing [40], sparse feature clustering [35] and NMR spectroscopy [3]. Let w ∈ Rn++ be a weight
vector and G := {g1, · · · , gl} be an index partition of the features such that
⋃l
j=1 gj = {1, 2, . . . , n}
and gj
⋂
gk = ∅ for any j 6= k. The corresponding weighted exclusive lasso regularizer is defined as
∆G,w(x) :=
l∑
j=1
‖wgj ◦ xgj‖21, ∀x ∈ Rn, (2)
where “◦” denotes the Hadamard product, and xgj denotes the sub-vector extracted from x based
on the index set gj . Naturally, when solving exclusive lasso models, we can expect that each xgj
has nonzero coordinates under mild conditions, which means that every group has representatives.
One of the key tasks in applying machine learning models successfully in practice is in selecting
suitable values for the hyper-parameters, in particular, the value of λ in (1). The model selection
procedure [5] usually requires one to solve the model (1) for a sequence of λ. To reduce the
computation time of obtaining a solution path, especially for high-dimensional cases, various feature
screening rules, which attempt to drop some inactive features based on prior analysis, have been
proposed. Tibshirani et al. [31] proposed a strong screening rule (SSR) based on the “unit-slope”
bound assumption for the lasso model and generalized it to some other cases. Although the SSR
performs well in practice, it may screen out some active features by mistake. To avoid this, safe
screening rules have been studied. The first safe rule was proposed by Ghaoui et al. [11] for lasso
models. Later on, Wang et al. [32, 33] proposed a dual prototype projection based screening rule
(DPP) and an enhanced version (EDPP) for lasso and group lasso models via carefully analyzing
the geometry of corresponding dual problems. Other safe screening rules, like Sphere test [34], have
been proposed via different strategies for estimating a compact region of the optimal solution to
the dual problem. Recently, Zeng et al. [39] combined the SSR and EDPP to propose a hybrid
safe-strong screening rule, which is implemented in an R package biglasso [38]. Unfortunately, all
these screening rules are difficult to be generalized to the exclusive lasso models. In this paper, we
propose an adaptive sieving (AS) strategy for generating solution paths of machine learning models
of the form (1), including those with the exclusive lasso regularizer. The proposed AS strategy
is directly based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition, and it does not depend heavily
on the specific form of the regularizer, as long as the subdifferential of the regularizer p(·) can be
characterized explicitly. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the AS strategy is very effective
in reducing the problem dimensions.
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In order to bring the AS strategy for exclusive lasso models into full play, we need an efficient
algorithm to solve the involved reduced problems to satisfactory level of accuracy. As we will
see in Section 2, the reduced problems are in the same form of the original model, but with
smaller sizes. Unfortunately, current state-of-the-art algorithms for solving exclusive lasso models,
such as the iterative least squares algorithm (ILSA) [15, 35], the coordinate descent method [3],
are very time-consuming to obtain a solution with high accuracy, even for problems with medium
sizes. In addition, popular first-order algorithms, such as the accelerated proximal gradient method
(APG) [40], FISTA [1] and alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [7, 12], have not
been widely used to solve exclusive lasso models. The main reason may lie in the fact that the
proximal mapping of the exclusive lasso regularizer, which is the key ingredient for the efficient
implementation of algorithms mentioned above, has not been systematically studied yet. Yoon and
Hwang provided a closed-form solution for the proximal mapping of ∆G,w(·) in [36] but unfortunately
it is incorrect. Kowalski mentioned the proximal mapping in [16], but the derivation contains some
errors, and this result is not known to most researchers in the optimization and machine learning
communities. In this paper, we systematically study the exclusive lasso regularizer, and provide a
closed-form solution to the proximal mapping of the general weighted exclusive lasso regularizer (2).
Such a closed-form solution is important for the practical efficiency of some algorithmic frameworks,
such as APG and ADMM, for solving exclusive lasso models. However, as we shall see in the
numerical experiments, even with the closed-form solution of the proximal mapping, first-order
algorithms, such as APG and ADMM, are not efficient enough. To overcome this computational
challenge, we design a highly efficient second-order type algorithm, the dual Newton method based
proximal point algorithm (PPDNA), to solve exclusive lasso models. As a key ingredient of the
PPDNA, we carefully derive the generalized Jacobian of the proximal mapping of the weighted
exclusive lasso regularizer. Numerical results demonstrate the superior performance of the PPDNA
against ILSA, APG and ADMM for solving exclusive lasso models.
We summarize our main contributions in this paper as follows.
1 We propose a simple yet powerful adaptive sieving strategy for generating solution paths of
general machine learning models, including those with the exclusive lasso regularizer. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first practical screening rule for exclusive lasso models. Our
AS strategy allows each reduced problem to be solved inexactly, and is proved to converge
in finite iterations. Extensive numerical experiments are also conducted to demonstrate the
power of the AS strategy for obtaining solution paths of exclusive lasso models.
2 We develop a highly efficient dual Newton method based proximal point algorithm to solve
the reduced problems in the AS strategy for solving the exclusive lasso model. We prove that
the error bound condition holds for commonly used exclusive lasso models, which guarantees
the superlinear convergence of the PPDNA. Numerical experiments are also performed to
demonstrate the superior performance of the PPDNA against other state-of-the-art algorithms
for solving the exclusive lasso models.
3 As key ingredients of the PPDNA, we systematically study the proximal mapping of the
weighted exclusive lasso regularizer, and the corresponding generalized Jacobian. These re-
sults are also critical in computing the key projection step of various first-order algorithms
for solving the exclusive lasso models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose an adaptive sieving
strategy for solution paths of a general machine learning model. In order to efficiently solve the
reduced problems involved in the AS strategy for exclusive lasso models, we design a dual Newton
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method based proximal point algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4, we systematically study the
weighted exclusive lasso regularizer, through providing the closed-form solution to the proximal
mapping and its generalized Jacobian. Numerical experiments on both synthetic data and real
data are presented in Section 5, which demonstrate the power of the AS strategy with the PPDNA
for obtaining solution paths of exclusive lasso models. In the end, we conclude the paper.
Notations and preliminaries: Denote B∞ (B2) as the infinity norm (2-norm) unit ball. For
any z ∈ R, sign(z) denotes the sign function of z, and z+ := max{z, 0}, z− := min{z, 0}. We
use “Diag(x)” to denote the diagonal matrix whose diagonal is given by the vector x, and use
“Diag(X1, · · · , Xn)” to denote the block diagonal matrix whose i-th diagonal block is the matrix
Xi, i = 1, · · · , n. For any self-adjoint positive semidefinite linear operatorM : Rn → Rn, we define
〈x, x′〉M := 〈x,Mx′〉, and ‖x‖M :=
√〈x, x〉M for all x, x′ ∈ Rn. For a given subset C of Rn, we
denote the weighted distance of x ∈ Rn to C as distM(x, C) := infx′∈C ‖x − x′‖M. The largest
eigenvalue of M is denoted as λmax(M).
Let q : Rn → (−∞,∞] be a closed and proper convex function. The conjugate function of q is
defined as q∗(z) := supx∈Rn{〈x, z〉 − q(x)}. The Moreau envelope of q at x is defined by
Eq(x) := min
y∈Rn
{
q(y) +
1
2
‖y − x‖2
}
,
and the corresponding proximal mapping Proxq(x) is defined as the unique optimal solution of the
above problem. It is known that for any x ∈ Rn, ∇Eq(x) = x−Proxq(x), and Proxq(·) is Lipschitz
continuous with modulus 1 [23,27].
In order to study the weighted exclusive lasso regularizer ∆G,w(·) defined in (2), we use the
following notations. For j = 1 · · · , l, we define the linear mapping Pj : Rn → R|gj | as Pjx = xgj for
all x ∈ Rn, and P = [P1; · · · ;Pl]. Let nj =
∑j
k=1 |gk| and n0 = 0. Denote x(j) as the sub-vector
extracted from x based on the index set {nj−1 + 1, nj−1 + 2, · · · , nj} for j = 1, · · · , l. According to
these notations, we have
∆G,w(x) =
l∑
j=1
‖(Pw)(j) ◦ (Px)(j)‖21, ∀x ∈ Rn. (3)
2 An adaptive sieving strategy
In this section, we propose an adaptive sieving strategy, and apply it to obtain solution paths of
general machine learning models, including those with the exclusive lasso regularizer. From now
on, we consider a more general form of (1), given by
min
x∈Rn
{
Φ(x) + λp(x)
}
, (Pλ)
where Φ : Rn → R is convex twice continuously differentiable. Denote the optimal solution set of
(Pλ) as Ωλ, and the proximal residual function Rλ : Rn → Rn associated with (Pλ) as
Rλ(x) := x− Proxλp(x−∇Φ(x)), ∀x ∈ Rn. (4)
The KKT condition of (Pλ) implies that x¯ ∈ Ωλ if and only if Rλ(x¯) = 0. In this paper, we assume
that for any λ > 0, the solution set Ωλ to (Pλ) is nonempty and compact. For many popular
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machine learning models, this assumption is satisfied automatically, as discussed in [43, Section
2.1].
To reduce the computation time of obtaining solution paths of various machine learning models,
different kinds of feature screening rules have been proposed. But they are limited by the fact that
they are highly dependent on the positive homogeneity of the regularizers and they implicitly
require the reduced problems to be solved exactly. We first briefly discuss the ideas behind two
most popular screening rules, namely the strong screening rule (SSR) [31] and the dual prototype
projection based screening rule (DPP) [32, 33]. For convenience, we take the lasso model as an
illustration, with Φ(x) = 12‖Ax − b‖2 and p(x) = ‖x‖1 in (Pλ). Let x∗(λ) ∈ Ωλ. The KKT
condition implies that:
aTi θ
∗(λ) ∈
{ {λ sign(x∗(λ))} if x∗(λ)i 6= 0
[−λ, λ] if x∗(λ)i = 0 ,
where θ∗(λ) is the optimal solution of the associated dual problem:
max
θ∈Rm
{1
2
‖b‖2 − 1
2
‖θ − b‖2 | |aTi θ| ≤ λ, i = 1, 2, . . . , n
}
. (5)
The existing screening rules for the lasso model are based on the fact that x∗(λ)i = 0 if |aTi θ∗(λ)| <
λ. The difference is how to estimate aTi θ
∗(λ) based on an optimal solution x∗(λ˜) of (Pλ˜) for some
λ˜ > λ, without solving the dual of (Pλ). The SSR [31] discards the i-th predictor if
|aTi θ∗(λ˜)| ≤ 2λ− λ˜,
by assuming the “unit slope” bound condition:
|aTi θ∗(λ1)− aTi θ∗(λ2)| ≤ |λ1 − λ2|, ∀λ1, λ2 > 0.
Since this assumption may fail, the SSR may screen out some active features by mistake. Also, the
SSR only works for consecutive hyper-parameters with a small gap, since it requires λ > λ˜2 . Wang
et al. [32,33] proposed the DPP by carefully analyzing the properties of the optimal solution to the
dual problem (5). The key idea is, if we could estimate a region Θλ containing θ
∗(λ), then
sup
θ∈Θλ
|aTi θ| < λ =⇒ x∗(λ)i = 0.
They estimate the region Θλ by realizing that the optimal solution of (5) is the projection onto a
polytope. As we can see, a tighter estimation of Θλ will induce a better safe screening rule.
Unfortunately, these popular screening rules are difficult to be generalized to the exclusive lasso
model. First, as we will derive later in (13), the subdifferential of the exclusive lasso regularizer is
much more complicated than the lasso regularizer, whose subdifferential is separable. In order to
apply these screening rules, we need to at least get a tight lower bound of ‖wgj ◦x∗(λ)gj‖1 for each
feature group gj , which is difficult. Second, since the exclusive lasso regularizer is not positively
homogeneous, the optimal solution to the dual problem is not the projection onto some convex
set [26, Theorem 13.2].
To overcome the challenges just mentioned, we propose an adaptive sieving strategy, which
does not depend on the specific form of the regularizer and thus can be applied to a general
regularizer. More importantly, due to the adaptive nature of the AS strategy, it can sieve out a
very large proportion of inactive features, as we shall see in the numerical experiments. In addition,
the AS strategy also allows the involved reduced problems to be solved inexactly, provided the
corresponding error tolerances can be analyzed explicitly.
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2.1 The adaptive sieving strategy
In this section, we propose an adaptive sieving strategy, directly based on the KKT condition, for
generating solution paths of general machine learning models, including those with the exclusive
lasso regularizer. Here we suppose that the model contains a regularization term which induces
sparsity in the solutions. The details of the AS strategy could be found in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Adaptive sieving strategy for solving (Pλ)
1: Input: a sequence of hyper-parameter: λ0 > λ1 > · · · > λk > 0, and tolerance  ≥ 0.
2: Output: a solution path: x∗(λ0), x∗(λ1), x∗(λ2), . . . , x∗(λk).
3: Initialization: for λ0 > 0, solve
x∗(λ0) ∈ arg min
x∈Rn
{
Φ(x) + λ0p(x)− 〈δ0, x〉
}
, (6)
where δ0 ∈ Rn is an error vector such that ‖δ0‖ ≤ . Let
I∗(λ0) := {j | x∗(λ0)j 6= 0, j = 1, · · · , n}.
4: for i = 1, 2, . . . , k do
5: 1. Let I0(λi) = I
∗(λi−1). Find
x0(λi) ∈ arg min
x∈Rn
{
Φ(x) + λip(x)− 〈δ0i , x〉 | xI¯0(λi) = 0
}
,
where I¯0(λi) denotes the complement of I
0(λi) in {1, . . . , n}, δ0i ∈ Rn is an error vector such that
‖δ0i ‖ ≤ /
√
2, (δ0i )I¯0(λi) = 0.
2. Compute Rλi(x
0(λi)) and set l = 0.
6: while ‖Rλi(xl(λi))‖ >  do
7: 3.1. Create J l+1(λi):
J l+1(λi) =
{
j ∈ I¯ l(λi) | −
(
∇Φ(xl(λi))
)
j
/∈ λi
(
∂p(xl(λi)) +

λi
√
2|I¯ l(λi)|
B∞
)
j
}
, (7)
where I¯ l(λi) denotes the complement of I
l(λi) in {1, . . . , n}, and
(C)
j
denotes the projection of the
set C onto the j-th dimension. Then update I l+1(λi) as:
I l+1(λi)← I l(λi) ∪ J l+1(λi).
8: 3.2. Solve the following constrained problem:
xl+1(λi) ∈ arg min
x∈Rn
{
Φ(x) + λip(x)− 〈δl+1i , x〉 | xI¯l+1(λi) = 0
}
, (8)
where δl+1i ∈ Rn is an error vector such that ‖δl+1i ‖ ≤ /
√
2, (δl+1i )I¯l+1(λi) = 0.
9: 3.3: Compute Rλi(x
l+1(λi)) and set l← l + 1.
10: end while
11: 4. Set x∗(λi) = xl(λi) and I∗(λi) = I l(λi).
12: end for
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Note that in Algorithm 1, the introduction of the error vectors δ0, {δl+1i } in (6) and (8) implies
that the corresponding minimization problems could be solved inexactly. It is important to note
that the vectors are not a priori given but they are the errors incurred when the original problems
(with δ0 = 0 in (6) and δ
l+1
i = 0 in (8)) are solved inexactly. We take the problem (6) as an example
to explain how the error vector δ0 is obtained in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. The updating rule of x∗(λ0) in (6) can be interpreted as follows: compute
x∗(λ0) := Proxλ0p(xˆ−∇Φ(xˆ)),
where xˆ is an approximate solution to (Pλ0) such that
‖Rλ0(xˆ) +∇Φ(Proxλ0p(xˆ−∇Φ(xˆ)))−∇Φ(xˆ)‖ ≤ /
√
2. (9)
If ∇Φ(·) is Lipschitz continuous with modulus L, the condition (9) could be achieved by
‖Rλ0(xˆ)‖ ≤
√
2(1 + L)
.
Proof. Let {xi} be a sequence that converges to a solution of the problem (6) with δ0 = 0. For
any i = 1, 2, · · · , define δi := Rλ0(xi) + ∇Φ(Proxλ0p(xi − ∇Φ(xi))) − ∇Φ(xi). By the continuous
differentiability of Φ(·) and [6, Lemma 4.5], we know that limi→∞ ‖δi‖ = 0, which implies the
existence of xˆ in (9).
Next we explain the reason why the updating rule of x∗(λ0) in (6) could be interpreted as the
one stated in the proposition. Since Rλ0(xˆ) = xˆ− Proxλ0p(xˆ−∇Φ(xˆ)) = xˆ− x∗(λ0), we have
Rλ0(xˆ)−∇Φ(xˆ) ∈ λ0∂p(x∗(λ0)).
If we choose δ0 := Rλ0(xˆ) +∇Φ(x∗(λ0))−∇Φ(xˆ), then we have
δ0 ∈ ∇Φ(x∗(λ0)) + λ0∂p(x∗(λ0)),
which means that x∗(λ0) is the exact solution of the problem (6) with the above δ0. Moreover,
‖δ0‖ = ‖Rλ0(xˆ) +∇Φ(x∗(λ0))−∇Φ(xˆ)‖ ≤ /
√
2.
The remaining conclusion follows naturally from the assumption of Lipschitz property of ∇Φ(·)
and the triangle inequality.
Now, we show the convergence properties of Algorithm 1 in the following proposition, which
imply that the algorithm will terminate after a finite number of iterations.
Proposition 2. For each i ∈ {1, · · · , k}, the while loop in Algorithm 1 will terminate after a finite
number of iterations.
Proof. Given i ∈ {1, · · · , k}. We first prove that when ‖Rλi(xl(λi))‖ >  ≥ 0 for some l ≥ 0,
the index set J l+1(λi) defined in (7) is nonempty. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose that
J l+1(λi) = ∅, which means
−
(
∇Φ(xl(λi))
)
j
∈ λi
(
∂p(xl(λi) +

λi
√
2|I¯ l(λi)|
B∞
)
j
, ∀ j ∈ I¯ l(λi).
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That is, there exists a vector δˆli ∈ Rn with (δˆli)Il(λi) = 0, ‖δˆli‖∞ ≤ √2|I¯l(λi)| , such that
−
(
∇Φ(xl(λi))− δˆli
)
j
∈ λi
(
∂p(xl(λi)
)
j
, ∀ j ∈ I¯ l(λi). (10)
Note that xl(λi) satisfies
xl(λi) ∈ arg min
x∈Rn
{
Φ(x) + λip(x)− 〈δli, x〉 | xI¯l(λi) = 0
}
,
where δli ∈ Rn is an error vector such that ‖δli‖ ≤ /
√
2 and (δli)I¯l(λi) = 0. By the KKT condition
of the above minimization problem, we know that there exists y ∈ R|I¯l(λi)| such that
0 ∈
(
∇Φ(xl(λi))− δli
)
Il(λi)
+ λi
(
∂p(xl(λi))
)
Il(λi)
,
0 ∈
(
∇Φ(xl(λi))− δli
)
I¯l(λi)
+ λi
(
∂p(xl(λi))
)
I¯l(λi)
− y,(
xl(λi)
)
I¯l(λi)
= 0.
Therefore, together with (10), we have
−∇Φ(xl(λi)) + δ˜li ∈ λi∂p(xl(λi)),
where δ˜li ∈ Rn is defined as (δ˜li)Il(λi) = (δli)Il(λi), (δ˜li)I¯l(λi) = (δˆli)I¯l(λi), which means
xl(λi) = Proxλip(x
l(λi)−∇Φ(xl(λi)) + δ˜li).
As a result, it holds that
‖Rλi(xl(λi))‖ = ‖xl(λi)− Proxλip(xl(λi)−∇Φ(xl(λi)))‖
= ‖Proxλip(xl(λi)−∇Φ(xl(λi)) + δ˜li)− Proxλip(xl(λi)−∇Φ(xl(λi)))‖ ≤ ‖δ˜li‖ ≤ ,
which is a contradiction.
Therefore, we have that for l ≥ 0, J l+1(λi) 6= ∅ as long as Rλi(xl(λi)) >  . In other words,
new indices will be added to the index set I l+1(λi) as long as the KKT residual has not achieved
at the required accuracy. Since the total number of features n is finite, the while loop in Algorithm
1 will terminate after a finite number of iterations.
Note that the KKT condition of (6) implies that
x∗(λ0) = Proxλ0p(x
∗(λ0)−∇Φ(x∗(λ0)) + δ0).
By using the property that the proximal mapping Proxλ0p(·) is Lipschitz continuous with modulus
1, we have the following estimation
‖Rλ0(x∗(λ0))‖ = ‖Proxλ0p(x∗(λ0)−∇Φ(x∗(λ0)) + δ0)− Proxλ0p(x∗(λ0)−∇Φ(x∗(λ0)))‖ ≤ ‖δ0‖ ≤ .
Thus, together with Proposition 2, we obtain the following theorem regarding the convergence
properties of Algorithm 1 directly.
Theorem 1. The solution path x∗(λ0), x∗(λ1), . . . , x∗(λk) generated by Algorithm 1 are approximate
optimal solutions to the problems (Pλ0), (Pλ1), · · · , (Pλk), respectively, in the sense that
‖Rλi(x∗(λi))‖ ≤ , i = 0, 1, · · · , k.
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2.2 Practical implementations
As one can see, there are two key tasks involved in applying the proposed AS strategy for solving
machine learning models:
(1) practical and efficient implementation of the construction of J l+1(λi) in (7);
(2) an efficient and robust algorithm for solving the problem (6) and the constrained problem (8)
to the required accuracy.
Next, we discuss these two aspects in details.
Construction of J l+1(λi). For the construction of J
l+1(λi) in (7), we need to fully characterize
∂p(x) for any x ∈ Rn. Fortunately, the subdifferential of many popular regularizers, such as
the lasso, group lasso and exclusive lasso regularizers, could be explicitly computed. We take
the weighted exclusive lasso regularizer as an example. From the reformulation of the weighted
exclusive lasso regularizer in (3), it could be seen that
∂∆G,w(x) = {PTu ∈ Rn : u(j) ∈ ∂qj((Px)(j)), j = 1, · · · , l}, (11)
where qj(·) := ‖(Pw)(j) ◦ ·‖21 for j = 1, · · · , l. From the chain rule of subdifferential [4, Theorem
2.3.9], we know that for each j,
∂qj(v) = {2‖(Pw)(j) ◦ v‖1vˆ : vˆ ∈ ∂‖(Pw)(j) ◦ v‖1}.
As we know that given any n¯ ≥ 1 and β ∈ Rn¯++,
∂‖β ◦ z‖1 = SGNβ(z), ∀z ∈ Rn¯,
where
SGNβ(z) :=
{
u ∈ Rn¯ : uj ∈
{
{βjsign(zj)} if zj 6= 0
[−βj , βj ] if zj = 0
, j = 1, · · · , n¯
}
. (12)
For simplicity, we denote SGN(z) := SGNe(z), where e is the vector of all ones. Together with the
definition of P, we could equivalently write (11) as
∂∆G,w(x) =
{
u ∈ Rn : ugj = 2‖wgj ◦ xgj‖1vgj , vgj ∈ SGNwgj (xgj )
}
. (13)
In addition to the subdifferential of the weighted exclusive lasso regularizer, we also summarize
the characterization of ∂p(x) for some other commonly used regularizers in Table 1. Note that the
sum rule of subdifferential [26, Theorem 23.8] is used in the cases of the generalized lasso and the
elastic net.
Table 1: Subdifferential of p(·).
Name of regularizer p(·) ∂p(·)
lasso p(x) = ‖x‖1 ∂p(x) = SGN(x)
generalized lasso p(x) = ‖x‖1 + β‖Bx‖1, B ∈ Rs×n ∂p(x) = {u+ βBT v | u ∈ SGN(x), v ∈ SGN(Bx)}
elastic net p(x) = ‖x‖1 + β‖x‖22 ∂p(x) = {u+ 2βx | u ∈ SGN(x)}
group lasso p(x) =
∑l
j=1 βj‖xgj ‖2 ∂p(x) =
u ∈ Rn : ugj ∈

{βj
xgj
‖xgj ‖
} if ‖xgj ‖ 6= 0
βjB2 otherwise

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Algorithm for the subroutine. Next we discuss how to solve the problem (6) and the con-
strained problem (8) in the AS strategy for the weighted exclusive lasso model, that is, Φ(x) =
h(Ax)− 〈c, x〉 and p(x) = ∆G,w(x). The constrained minimization problem (8) could equivalently
be written as
xl+1(λi) ∈ arg min
x∈Rn
{
h(Ax)− 〈c, x〉+ λi
l∑
j=1
‖wgj∩Il+1(λi) ◦ xgj∩Il+1(λi)‖21 − 〈δl+1i , x〉 | xI¯l+1(λi) = 0
}
.
Define wˆ = wIl+1(λi),
gˆj := {k ∈ {1, · · · , |I l+1(λi)|} : the k-th element of I l+1(λi) belongs to gj}, j = 1, · · · , l.
Note that Ĝ := {gˆ1, · · · , gˆl} is an index partition such that
⋃l
j=1 gˆj = {1, 2, . . . , |I l+1(λi)|} and
gˆj
⋂
gˆk = ∅ for any j 6= k. We also define the proper closed convex function pˆ : R|Il+1(λi)| → R by
pˆ(z) =
l∑
j=1
‖wˆgˆj ◦ zgˆj‖21, ∀z ∈ R|I
l+1(λi)|.
The presence of the error vector δl+1i in (8) indicates that the computation of x
l+1(λi) can be
interpreted as follows: compute
z∗ ≈ arg min
z∈R|Il+1(λi)|
{
h(AIl+1(λi)z)− 〈cIl+1(λi), z〉+ λipˆ(z)
}
, (14)
approximately to the accuracy that ‖(δl+1i )Il+1(λi)‖ ≤ /
√
2, where AI is the matrix consisting of
the columns of A indexed by I, and
(δl+1i )Il+1(λi) ∈ ATIl+1(λi)∇h(AIl+1(λi)z∗)− cIl+1(λi) + λi∂pˆ(z∗), (15)
then extend z∗ ∈ R|Il+1(λi)| to xl+1(λi) ∈ Rn as(
xl+1(λi)
)
Il+1(λi)
= z∗,
(
xl+1(λi)
)
I¯l+1(λi)
= 0.
The problem (14) is in the same form as (Pλi) but with a smaller problem size. Therefore, all we
need is an efficient and robust algorithm for solving the problems in the form of (Pλ). In this paper,
we propose a dual Newton method based proximal point algorithm for solving the exclusive lasso
models. Besides being theoretically efficient, in the numerical experiments, it is also demonstrated
to be highly efficient and robust practically.
3 A dual Newton method based proximal point algorithm
For the machine learning model (1) that we are interested in, we write the problem (Pλ) as
min
x∈Rn
{
f(x) := h(Ax)− 〈c, x〉+ λp(x)
}
, (16)
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When we take p(·) = ∆G,w(·), where ∆G,w(·) is the weighted exclusive lasso regularizer defined in
(2). The problem (16) is the so-called weighted exclusive lasso model. According to the notation
in Section 2, the optimal solution set to (16) is denoted as Ωλ, which is assumed to be nonempty
and compact.
We aim to design a preconditioned proximal point algorithm (PPA) to solve the convex com-
posite programming problem (16). For the case when p(·) = ∆G,w(·), we prove that Tf := ∂f
satisfies a certain error bound condition which guarantees that the proposed preconditioned PPA
for solving the weighted exclusive lasso model has the asymptotic superlinear convergence property.
As for the PPA subproblem, we design a dual Newton method, which is proved to have superlinear
or even quadratic convergence.
3.1 A preconditioned PPA for the weighted exclusive lasso model (16)
For any starting point x0 ∈ Rn, the preconditioned PPA generates a sequence {xk} ⊆ Rn by the
following approximate rule for solving (16):
xk+1 ≈ Pk(xk) := arg min
x∈Rn
{
fk(x) := h(Ax)− 〈c, x〉+ λp(x) + 1
2σk
‖x− xk‖2M
}
, (17)
where {σk} is a sequence of nondecreasing positive real numbers (σk ↑ σ∞ ≤ ∞) and M =
In + τA
TA for some given parameter τ > 0. We should mention that the choice of this special M
instead of the usual identity operator is important for us to obtain the dual of (17) as a smooth
unconstrained problem. To ensure the convergence of the preconditioned PPA, we use the following
stopping criteria:
‖xk+1 − Pk(xk)‖M ≤ k, k ≥ 0,
∞∑
k=0
k <∞, (A)
‖xk+1 − Pk(xk)‖M ≤ δk‖xk+1 − xk‖M, 0 ≤ δk < 1,
∞∑
k=0
δk <∞. (B)
The following theorem states the convergence results of the preconditioned PPA, which can
be found in [20]. Note that the desired asymptotic superlinear convergence rate depends on the
assumption that Tf = ∂f satisfies the error bound condition (18). We will prove later that for the
case of p(·) = ∆G,w(·), this assumption holds for commonly used loss functions.
Theorem 2. (1) Let {xk} be the sequence generated by the preconditioned PPA (17) with the
stopping criterion (A). Then {xk} is bounded and {xk} converges to some x∗ ∈ Ωλ.
(2) Let r :=
∑∞
i=0 k + distM(x
0,Ωλ). Assume that for this r > 0, there exists a constant κ > 0
such that Tf satisfies the following error bound condition
dist(x,Ωλ) ≤ κdist(0, Tf (x)), ∀x ∈ Rn satisfying dist(x,Ωλ) ≤ r. (18)
Suppose that {xk} is generated by the preconditioned PPA with the stopping criteria (A) and (B).
Then it holds for all k ≥ 0 that
distM(xk+1,Ωλ) ≤ µkdistM(xk,Ωλ),
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where
µk =
1
1− δk
[
δk +
(1 + δk)κλmax(M)√
σ2k + κ
2λ2max(M)
]
→ µ∞ = κλmax(M)√
σ2∞ + κ2λmax(M)2
< 1, k →∞,
where λmax(M) = 1 + τλmax(ATA).
3.2 Error bound conditions for the weighted exclusive lasso model
As one can see in Theorem 2, the convergence rate of the preconditioned PPA relies on the error
bound condition (18) of Tf . In this section, we first establish the error bound condition of Tf for the
problem (16) with a piecewise linear-quadratic regularizer, based on the proximal residual function
Rλ(x) defined in (4). Since ∆
G,w(x) =
∑l
j=1 ‖wgj ◦ xgj‖21 is piecewise linear-quadratic, the general
result holds also for the exclusive lasso regularizer.
Proposition 3. For the problem (16), suppose that h(·) is strongly convex on any compact convex
set in Rm, p(·) is piecewise linear-quadratic. Then for any ξ ≥ infx∈Rn f(x), there exist constants
κ, ε > 0 such that
dist(x,Ωλ) ≤ κ‖Rλ(x)‖ for all x ∈ Rn with f(x) ≤ ξ, ‖Rλ(x)‖ ≤ ε.
Proof. Since p is piecewise linear-quadratic, p∗ is also piecewise linear-quadratic by [28, Theorem
11.14(b)]. Thus ∂p and ∂p∗ are both polyhedral due to [28, Proposition 10.21]. Define the solution
map Γ : Rm × Rn → Rn as Γ(y, g) := {x ∈ Rn | Ax = y,−g ∈ ∂p(x)}. Note that Γ is a
polyhedral multifunction, thus it is locally upper Lipschitz continuous at any (y, g) ∈ Rm × Rn
by [25]. Therefore the desired conclusion holds by [43, Corollary 1].
In the next proposition, we prove that the error bound condition (18) holds for the linear
regression problem and the logistic regression problem with a piecewise linear-quadratic regularizer.
Proposition 4. Assume that p(·) is piecewise linear-quadratic. Then the error bound condition
(18) holds if h(·) is strongly convex on any compact convex set in Rm. In particular, the latter
property is satisfied by the following two special cases:
(1) (linear regression) h(y) =
∑m
i=1(yi − bi)2/2, for some given vector b ∈ Rm;
(2) (logistic regression) h(y) =
∑m
i=1 log(1 + exp(−biyi)), for some given vector b ∈ {−1, 1}m.
Proof. Given r > 0, define
Ω̂r := {x ∈ Rn | dist(x,Ωλ) ≤ r}.
Due to the compactness of Ωλ, Ω̂r is also compact and thus ξ := maxx∈Ω̂r f(x) is finite. Note that
the assumptions in Proposition 3 are satisfied. For this ξ, there exist constants κ, ε > 0 such that
dist(x,Ωλ) ≤ κ‖Rλ(x)‖ for all x ∈ Rn with f(x) ≤ ξ, ‖Rλ(x)‖ ≤ ε. (19)
For any x ∈ Ω̂r, we consider two cases: if ‖Rλ(x)‖ ≤ ε, from (19), we have dist(x,Ωλ) ≤ κ‖Rλ(x)‖;
if ‖Rλ(x)‖ > ε, dist(x,Ωλ) ≤ r = (r/ε)ε < (r/ε)‖Rλ(x)‖. Therefore, it holds that
dist(x,Ωλ) ≤ max{κ, (r/ε)}‖Rλ(x)‖, ∀x ∈ Ω̂r.
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Next, consider an arbitrary x ∈ Ω̂r. For any y ∈ Tf (x), we have that x = Proxλp(x+y−AT∇h(Ax)+
c), and
‖Rλ(x)‖ = ‖Proxλp(x+ y −AT∇h(Ax) + c)− Proxλp(x−AT∇h(Ax) + c)‖ ≤ ‖y‖.
Therefore, dist(x,Ωλ) ≤ max{κ, (r/ε)}‖y‖ for any y ∈ Tf (x). This implies that
dist(x,Ωλ) ≤ max{κ, (r/ε)}dist(0, Tf (x)).
Since x ∈ Ω̂r is arbitrary, the above inequality implies that the error bound condition (18) holds.
From Proposition 4, the preconditioned PPA for solving the linear regression and logistic regres-
sion problems with the exclusive lasso regularizer is guaranteed to have fast linear convergence when
the parameters {σk} are large. Note that the key challenge in executing the preconditioned PPA
is whether the nonsmooth problem (17) can be solved efficiently. Next we design a dual Newton
method to solve it, which is expected to be superlinearly (or even quadratically) convergent.
3.3 A dual Newton method for the preconditioned PPA subproblem (17)
Note that in the preconditioned PPA subproblem (17), fk(·) is strongly convex and nonsmooth.
Thus it admits a unique minimizer x¯k+1. The main point is how one can solve the minimization
problem in a fast and robust way. Our choice is the dual Newton method, that is applying the
semismooth Newton method for solving the dual problem of (17).
SinceM = In+τATA, the dual of (17) can be shown to be expressible as the following smooth
unconstrained problem:
max
u∈Rn
{
ψk(u) := − τ
2σk
‖Axk + σk
τ
u‖2 + τ
σk
Eσkh/τ (Ax
k +
σk
τ
u) +
τ
2σk
‖Axk‖2
− 1
2σk
‖xk + σkc− σkATu‖2 + 1
σk
Eσkλp(x
k + σkc− σkATu) + 1
2σk
‖xk‖2
}
. (20)
Since h(·) is convex and twice continuously differentiable, we can establish the following proposition.
Proposition 5. For any ν > 0, Proxνh(z) is differentiable with
∇Proxνh(z) = (Im + ν∇2h(Proxνh(z)))−1, ∀z ∈ Rm.
Therefore, 0 ≺ ∇Proxνh(z)  Im for any z ∈ Rm, and thus the function
θ(z) :=
1
2
‖z‖2 − Eνh(z)
is strictly convex on Rm.
Proof. Define F : R2m → Rm as
F (u, v) = v − u+ ν∇h(v), ∀(u, v) ∈ Rm × Rm.
The optimality condition of minw{12‖w − z‖2 + νh(w)} implies that for any z ∈ Rm, there exists a
unique w such that F (z, w) = 0, where this unique minimizer w is denoted as Proxνh(z). Let the
Jacobian of F with respect to u and v be denoted as JF,u and JF,v, respectively. We have that
JF,v(z, w) = Im + ν∇2h(w)
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is invertible. According to the implicit function theorem, we know that there exists an open
set U ⊂ Rm containing z such that there exists a unique continuously differentiable function
g : U → Rm such that g(z) = w and
F (u, g(u)) = g(u)− u+ ν∇h(g(u)) = 0, ∀u ∈ U,
∇g(u) = −[JF,v(u, g(u))]−1JF,u(u, g(u)) = (Im + ν∇2h(g(u)))−1, ∀u ∈ U.
Combining the uniqueness of the function g(·) and the definition of Proxνh(·), we have that
Proxνh(u) = g(u) for all u ∈ U and
∇Proxνh(z) = (Im + ν∇2h(Proxνh(z)))−1.
The remaining part of the conclusion follows naturally since ∇θ(z) = Proxνh(z).
The above proposition shows that ψk(·) is strictly concave. Thus it admits a unique maximizer,
which we denote as u¯k+1. As long as we obtain u¯k+1, the update of x in the preconditioned PPA
iteration (17) could be given as
x¯k+1 = Proxσkλp(x
k + σkc− σkAT u¯k+1).
Since ψk is continuously differentiable, u¯
k+1 could be computed by solving
∇ψk(u) = −Proxσkh/τ (Axk +
σk
τ
u) +AProxσkλp(x
k + σkc− σkATu) = 0. (21)
Note that ∇ψk(·) is Lipschitz continuous, but nondifferentiable. We propose a semismooth Newton
(SSN) method to solve the nonsmooth equation (21), which is proved to have at least superlinear
convergence. The concept of semismoothness could be found in [17,21,24,29].
Define the multifunction ∂ˆ2ψk(·) : Rm ⇒ Rm×m as follows: for any u ∈ Rm,
∂ˆ2ψk(u) := −σk
τ
∇Proxσkh/τ (Axk +
σk
τ
u)− σkA∂HSProxσkλp(xk + σkc− σkATu)AT , (22)
where ∂HSProxσkλp(·) is defined in Proposition 12. The following proposition states that ∂ˆ2ψk(·)
could be treated as the generalized Jacobian of the Lipschitz continuous function ∇ψk(·).
Proposition 6. The multifunction ∂ˆ2ψk(·) defined in (22) satisfies the following properties:
(1) ∂ˆ2ψk(·) is a nonempty, compact valued, upper-semicontinuous multifunction;
(2) for any u ∈ Rm, all the elements in ∂ˆ2ψk(u) are symmetric and negative definite;
(3) ∇ψk(·) is strongly semismooth with respect to ∂ˆ2ψk(·).
Proof. The conclusions follows from Proposition 5 and Proposition 12. We omit the details here.
Now we present the SSN method for solving (20) in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Semismooth Newton method for (20)
1: Input: µ ∈ (0, 1/2), τ¯ ∈ (0, 1], and γ¯, δ ∈ (0, 1).
2: Output: an approximate optimal solution uk+1 to (20).
3: Initialization: choose uk,0 ∈ Rm, j = 0.
4: repeat
5: Step 1. Select an element Hj ∈ ∂ˆ2ψk(uk,j). Apply the direct method or the conjugate gradient (CG)
method to find an approximate solution dj ∈ Rm to
Hj(dj) ≈ −∇ψk(uk,j), (23)
such that ‖Hj(dj) +∇ψk(uk,j)‖ ≤ min(γ¯, ‖∇ψ(uk,j)‖1+τ¯ ).
6: Step 2. Set αj = δ
mj , where mj is the smallest nonnegative integer m for which
ψk(u
k,j + δmdj) ≥ ψk(uk,j) + µδm〈∇ψk(uk,j), dj〉.
7: Step 3. Set uk,j+1 = uk,j + αjd
j , uk+1 = uk,j+1, j ← j + 1.
8: until Stopping criterion based on uk+1 is satisfied.
The following theorem gives the convergence result of the SSN method, which could be proved
by using Proposition 6 and the results in [41, Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.4], [19, Theorem 3].
Theorem 3. Let {uk,j} be the sequence generated by Algorithm 2. Then {uk,j} converges to the
unique optimal solution u¯k+1 of the problem (20), and for j sufficiently large,
‖uk,j+1 − u¯k+1‖ = O(‖uk,j − u¯k+1‖1+τ¯ ),
where τ¯ ∈ (0, 1] is given in the algorithm.
We should emphasize that the efficiency of computing the Newton direction in (23) depends
critically on exploiting the sparsity structure of the generalized Jacobian. The numerical imple-
mentation details of the SSN method for the case of p(·) = ∆G,w(·) could be found in the appendix.
3.4 The PPDNA framework for solving weighted exclusive lasso models
We give the full description of the PPDNA in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Dual Newton method based proximal point algorithm for (16)
1: Input: 0 < σ0 ≤ σ∞ ≤ ∞.
2: Output: an approximate optimal solution x to (16).
3: Initialization: choose x0 ∈ Rn, k = 0.
4: repeat
5: Step 1. Apply Algorithm 2 to maximize ψk(u), where ψk(·) is defined as in (20). Based on the
updated uk+1 in Step 3 of Algorithm 2, we also compute
xk+1 = Proxσkλp(x
k + σkc− σkATuk+1).
Algorithm 2 is terminated if the stopping criteria (A) and (B) are satisfied.
6: Step 2. Update σk+1 ↑ σ∞ ≤ ∞, k ← k + 1.
7: until Stopping criterion is satisfied.
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Note that in practice, it is difficult to directly check the stopping criteria (A) and (B). We
prove that they can be achieved by other implementable criteria based on uk+1 and xk+1 as follows.
Proposition 7. In Algorithm 3, the stopping criteria (A) and (B) can be achieved by the following
two implementable ones:
fk(x
k+1)− ψk(uk+1) ≤ 
2
k
2σk
, k ≥ 0,
∞∑
k=0
k <∞, (A’)
fk(x
k+1)− ψk(uk+1) ≤ δ
2
k
2σk
‖xk+1 − xk‖2M, 0 ≤ δk < 1,
∞∑
k=0
δk <∞, (B’)
where fk(·) is defined in (17) and ψk(·) is defined in (20).
Proof. We know from [28, Exercise 8.8] that ∂fk(x) = ∂f(x) + (1/σk)M(x− xk). Since Pk(xk) =
arg min fk(x), we have that 0 ∈ ∂fk(Pk(xk)), which means there exists v ∈ ∂f(Pk(xk)) such that
0 = v +
1
σk
M(Pk(xk)− xk).
Since fk(Pk(xk)) = inf fk, it holds that
fk(x
k+1)− inf fk = f(xk+1)− f(Pk(xk)) + 1
2σk
‖xk+1 − xk‖2M −
1
2σk
‖Pk(xk)− xk‖2M
≥ 〈v, xk+1 − Pk(xk)〉+ 1
2σk
〈xk+1 + Pk(xk)− 2xk, xk+1 − Pk(xk)〉M = 1
2σk
‖xk+1 − Pk(xk)‖2M.
By the strongly duality, we know that inf fk = supψk, thus
1
2σk
‖xk+1 − Pk(xk)‖2M ≤ fk(xk+1)− inf fk = fk(xk+1)− supψk ≤ fk(xk+1)− ψk(uk+1).
Therefore, the stopping criteria (A) and (B) can be achieved by (A’) and (B’), respectively.
4 Closed-form solution to the proximal mapping of the weighted
exclusive lasso regularizer ∆G,w(·) and its generalized Jacobian
When solving the weighted exclusive lasso model with the PPDNA, it is clear that we need the
proximal mapping of the weighted exclusive lasso regularizer and its generalized Jacobian. In this
section, we give a systematically study of the weighted exclusive lasso regularizer. Specifically, we
derive the closed-form solution to the proximal mapping Proxνp(·) for any ν > 0 with p(·) = ∆G,w(·),
and characterize the corresponding generalized Jacobian. Note that by the definition of ∆G,w(·),
it is fundamental for us to study Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(·) first, where w ∈ Rn++ is a given weight vector and
ρ > 0 is a given scalar.
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4.1 Closed-form solution to Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(·)
For any a ∈ Rn, we define
x(a) := arg min
x∈Rn+
{1
2
‖x− a‖2 + ρ‖w ◦ x‖21
}
= arg min
x∈Rn+
{1
2
‖x− a‖2 + ρxT (wwT )x
}
. (24)
Our derivation of Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(·) is based on the analysis of the KKT optimality conditions. We
first consider the case when the input vector a ≥ 0, then one can see that Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(a) must also
be a nonnegative vector, which means that Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(a) = x(a) for any a ≥ 0.
Note that since the objective function in (24) is strongly convex, the minimization problem has
a unique solution, which can be computed as in the following proposition.
Proposition 8. Given ρ > 0 and a ∈ Rn+\{0}. Let aw ∈ Rn be defined as awi := ai/wi, for
i = 1, · · · , n. There exists a permutation matrix Π such that Πaw is sorted in a non-increasing
order. Denote a˜ = Πa, w˜ = Πw, and
si =
i∑
j=1
w˜j a˜j , Li =
i∑
j=1
w˜2j , αi =
si
1 + 2ρLi
, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Let α¯ = max1≤i≤n αi. Then, x(a) in (24) can be computed analytically as x(a) = (a− 2ρα¯w)+.
Proof. The KKT conditions for (24) are given by
x− a+ 2ρwwTx+ µ = 0, µ ◦ x = 0, µ ≤ 0, x ≥ 0, (25)
where µ ∈ Rn is the corresponding dual multiplier. If (x∗, µ∗) satisfies the KKT conditions (25),
by denoting β = wTx∗, we can see that
x∗ + µ∗ = a− 2ρβw, µ∗ ◦ x∗ = 0, µ∗ ≤ 0, x∗ ≥ 0.
Therefore, (x∗, µ∗) have the representations:
x∗ = (a− 2ρβw)+, µ∗ = (a− 2ρβw)−.
Then our aim is to find the value of β. By the definition of β, we can see that
β =
n∑
i=1
wix
∗
i =
n∑
i=1
wi(ai − 2ρβwi)+ =
n∑
i=1
w2i ((a
w)i − 2ρβ)+ =
n∑
i=1
w˜2i ((Πa
w)i − 2ρβ)+.
Note that there must exist some index j such that (Πaw)j > 2ρβ, otherwise, we have β = 0 and
Πaw ≤ 0 (equivalent to a ≤ 0), which contradicts the assumption that 0 6= a ≥ 0. Since Πaw is
sorted in a non-increasing order, there exists an index k such that a˜1/w˜1 ≥ · · · ≥ a˜k/w˜k ≥ 2ρβ >
a˜k+1/w˜k+1 ≥ · · · ≥ a˜n/w˜n. Therefore,
β =
k∑
i=1
w˜2i ((Πa
w)i − 2ρβ) =
k∑
i=1
w˜ia˜i − 2ρβ
k∑
i=1
w˜2i = sk − 2ρβLk,
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which means that
β =
sk
1 + 2ρLk
= αk.
Next we show that β = α¯, which means αk ≥ αi for all i. For i < k,
αk − αi = (1 + 2ρLi)sk − (1 + 2ρLk)si
(1 + 2ρLk)(1 + 2ρLi)
=
(1 + 2ρLk)(sk − si)− 2ρsk
∑k
j=i+1 w˜
2
j
(1 + 2ρLk)(1 + 2ρLi)
=
(1 + 2ρLk)
∑k
j=i+1 w˜j a˜j − 2ρ(1 + 2ρLk)β
∑k
j=i+1 w˜
2
j
(1 + 2ρLk)(1 + 2ρLi)
=
∑k
j=i+1 w˜
2
j (a˜j/w˜j − 2ρβ)
1 + 2ρLi
≥ 0.
We can prove that αk ≥ αi for all i > k in a similar way. Therefore, we have that β = αk =
max1≤i≤n αi = α¯. Finally, since the solution to (24) is unique, we have
x(a) = x∗ = (a− 2ρβw)+ = (a− 2ρα¯w)+.
With the result above, we now give the closed-form solution to Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(a) for any a ∈ Rn.
Proposition 9. For given ρ > 0 and a ∈ Rn, we have
Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(a) = sign(a) ◦ Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(|a|) = sign(a) ◦ x(|a|),
where x(·) is defined in (24) and can be computed explicitly via Proposition 8 in O(n log n) opera-
tions.
Remark 1. The proximal mapping of ρ‖w ◦ ·‖21 is mentioned in [16, Proposition 4], but the deriva-
tion contains some errors. More precisely, in section 4.1 of [16], after a change of variables, the
author tries to find the optimal solution of a constrained optimization problem by directly setting
the gradient to zero (equations (23) and (24) in [16]), which is not mathematically rigorous. One
can use a simple example to demonstrate the gap. Consider the problem
min
x1,1,x1,2∈R
{1
2
(x1,1 − 1)2 + 1
2
(x1,2 − 0.5)2 + (|x1,1|+ |x1,2|)2
}
.
The true solution is x∗ = [1/3; 0]. But equation (23) in [16] is equivalent to
|x1,1| = 1− 2(|x1,1|+ |x1,2|), |x1,2| = 0.5− 2(|x1,1|+ |x1,2|).
Thus |x1,1| = 2/5, |x1,2| = −1/10. But the latter contradicts the fact that |x1,2| ≥ 0.
4.2 The generalized Jacobian of Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(·)
Note that in the SSN method (Algorithm 2), it is critical for us to derive an explicit element in the
generalized Jacobian of Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(·). According to Proposition 9, we know that in order to obtain
the generalized Jacobian of Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(·), we need to study the generalized Jacobian of x(·) first.
Here, we derive the HS-Jacobian of x(·) based on the quadratic programming (QP) reformulation
of x(·). For any a ∈ Rn, if we denote Q := In + 2ρwwT ∈ Rn×n, then (24) can be equivalently
written as
x(a) = arg min
x∈Rn
{1
2
〈x,Qx〉 − 〈x, a〉 | x ≥ 0
}
.
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Based on the above strongly convex QP, we can derive the HS-Jacobian of x(a) by applying the
general results established in [14,19]. As one can see from (25) and the uniqueness of x(a), the dual
multiplier µ is also unique, which we denote as µ(a). Then (25) can be equivalently written as
Qx(a)− a+ µ(a) = 0, µ(a)Tx(a) = 0, µ(a) ≤ 0, x(a) ≥ 0.
Denote the active set of x(a) as
I(a) := {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} | x(a)i = 0}. (26)
Now, we define a collection of index sets:
K(a) := { K ⊆ {1, . . . , n} | supp(µ(a)) ⊆ K ⊆ I(a)},
where supp(µ(a)) denotes the set of indices i such that µ(a)i 6= 0. Note that the set K(a) is non-
empty [14]. Since the B-subdifferential ∂Bx(a) is difficult to compute, we define the multifunction
∂HSx(·): Rn ⇒ Rn×n as
∂HSx(a) :=
{
P ∈ Rn×n | P = Q−1 −Q−1ITK
(
IKQ
−1ITK
)−1
IKQ
−1, K ∈ K(a)
}
, (27)
as a computational replacement for ∂Bx(a), where IK is the matrix consisting of the rows of In,
indexed by K. The set ∂HSx(a) is known as the HS-Jacobian of x(·) at a.
Define the multifunction ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21 : R
n ⇒ Rn×n by
∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(a) = {Diag(θ)PDiag(θ) | θ ∈ SGN(a), P ∈ ∂HSx(|a|)} , ∀ a ∈ R
n, (28)
where ∂HSx(·) is defined in (27), and SGN(·) is defined in (12). The next proposition states the
reason why we can treat ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(a) as the generalized Jacobian of Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(·) at a.
Proposition 10. ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(·) is a nonempty, compact valued and upper-semicontinuous mul-
tifunction. For any a ∈ Rn, the elements in ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(a) are all symmetric and positive
semidefinite. Moreover, Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(·) is strongly semismooth with respect to ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(·).
Proof. By the definition of ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(·), we can see that it is a nonempty and compact val-
ued multifunction. For a ∈ Rn, according to [19, Proposition 2], we know that there exists a
neighborhood U of a such that for any a′ ∈ U , ∂HSx(|a′|) ⊆ ∂HSx(|a|) and
x(|a′|)− x(|a|)− P (|a′| − |a|) = 0, ∀P ∈ ∂HSx(|a′|). (29)
By the definition of SGN(·), if we take the neighbourhood U of a to be sufficiently small, then
we have SGN(a′) ⊆ SGN(a) for any a′ ∈ U . Therefore, it holds that ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(a′) ⊆
∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(a) for all a
′ ∈ U , which implies that ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21 is upper-semicontinuous.
Since Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(·) is piecewise linear and Lipschitz continuous, it is directionally differentiable
according to [8]. Note that for all a′ ∈ U , since SGN(a′) ⊆ SGN(a), we have Diag(θ)(a′ − a) =
|a′| − |a| with any θ ∈ SGN(a′). Therefore, from (29), it holds that for any a′ ∈ U ,
θ ◦ x(|a′|)− θ ◦ x(|a|)−Diag(θ)PDiag(θ)(a′ − a) = 0, ∀θ ∈ SGN(a′), ∀P ∈ ∂HSx(|a′|).
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By the formula of x(·) in Proposition 8, for any i, if (x(|a′|))i 6= 0, then we must have a′i 6= 0, which
further implies θi = sign(a
′
i) for each θ ∈ SGN(a′). Therefore, we know that for all a′ ∈ U ,
θ ◦ x(|a′|) = sign(a′) ◦ x(|a′|), θ ◦ x(|a|) = sign(a) ◦ x(|a|), ∀θ ∈ SGN(a′) ⊆ SGN(a).
That is to say, when a′ ∈ U ,
Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(a
′)− Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(a)−M(a
′ − a) = 0, ∀M ∈ ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(a
′).
Thus Proxρ‖w◦·‖21(·) is strongly semismooth with respect to ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(·).
The symmetry of the elements in ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(a) for any a ∈ Rn follows naturally by the
definition in (28). In order to prove that the elements in ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(a) are all positive semidef-
inite for any a ∈ Rn, it suffices to prove that the elements in ∂HSx(a) are all positive semidefinite
for any a ∈ Rn. Given a ∈ Rn, for any K ∈ K(a), denote ξ ∈ Rn with ξi = 0 if i ∈ K, and ξi = 1
otherwise. Let Ξ = In −Diag(ξ). After some algebraic multiplications, we can see that
ITK
(
IKQ
−1ITK
)−1
IK = (ΞQ
−1Ξ)† = Ξ(ΞQ−1Ξ)†Ξ,
where the last equality follows from the fact that Ξ is a 0-1 diagonal matrix. Then by [19, Propo-
sition 3], we have
P := Q−1 −Q−1ITK
(
IKQ
−1ITK
)−1
IKQ
−1
= Q−1 −Q−1Ξ(ΞQ−1Ξ)†ΞQ−1 = (Diag(ξ)QDiag(ξ))†  0,
which completes the proof.
For practical implementation of the SSN method, we need a specific element in ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(a)
at any a ∈ Rn. In the following proposition, we provide a highly efficient way to compute one specific
element in ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(a), which is a 0-1 diagonal matrix plus a rank-one correction.
Proposition 11. Given a ∈ Rn, if P0 := Q−1−Q−1ITI(|a|)(II(|a|)Q−1ITI(|a|))−1II(|a|)Q−1, where I(·)
is defined in (26), then the matrix
M0 := Diag(sign(a))P0Diag(sign(a)) (30)
is an element in the set ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(a). Moreover, if we define ξ ∈ Rn with ξi = 0 if i ∈ I(|a|),
ξi = 1 otherwise, and w˜ := (sign(a) ◦ ξ) ◦ w, then M0 defined in (30) can be computed as
M0 = Diag(ξ)− 2ρ
1 + 2ρ(w˜T w˜)
w˜w˜T .
Proof. The first part of the proposition follows immediately from the definition of ∂HSProxρ‖w◦·‖21(a).
Similarly to the proof in Proposition 10, we can obtain that
P0 = (Diag(ξ)QDiag(ξ))
†.
Denote wˆ = ξ ◦ w. Since Q = In + 2ρwwT ∈ Rn×n, it holds that
P0 = (Diag(ξ)QDiag(ξ))
† = (Diag(ξ) + 2ρwˆwˆT )† = Diag(ξ)− 2ρ
1 + 2ρ(wˆT wˆ)
wˆwˆT .
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Next we show that sign(a) ◦ sign(a) ◦ ξ = ξ. First, we note that ai = 0 implies that (x(|a|))i = 0,
and hence ξi = 0. Thus if ai = 0, then sign(ai)
2ξi = 0 = ξi. For the case when ai 6= 0, we clearly
have sign(ai)
2ξi = ξi. Similarly, we could prove that wˆ
T wˆ = w˜T w˜. Now it is easy to see that
M0 = Diag(sign(a))
(
Diag(ξ)− 2ρ
1 + 2ρ(wˆT wˆ)
wˆwˆT
)
Diag(sign(a))
= Diag(ξ)− 2ρ
1 + 2ρ(w˜T w˜)
w˜w˜T .
This completes the proof.
4.3 The proximal mapping of ∆G,w(·) and its generalized Jacobian
Based on the equation (3) and the discussions in the previous subsection, we summarize the fol-
lowing proposition, which gives the proximal mapping of ∆G,w(·) and its corresponding generalized
Jacobian.
Proposition 12. Given ν > 0, and p(·) = ∆G,w(·). The following statements hold.
(1) The proximal mapping Proxνp(·) can be computed as
Proxνp(x) = PT arg min
y∈Rn
{1
2
‖y − Px‖2 + ν
l∑
j=1
‖(Pw)(j) ◦ y(j)‖21
}
= PT [Proxν‖(Pw)(1)◦·‖21((Px)(1)); · · · ; Proxν‖(Pw)(l)◦·‖21((Px)(l))],
where Proxν‖(Pw)(j)◦·‖21(·), for each j = 1, · · · , l, is defined in Proposition 9.
(2) Define the multifunction ∂HSProxνp : Rn ⇒ Rn×n as
∂HSProxνp(x) =
{
PTDiag(M1, · · · ,Ml)P |Mj ∈ ∂HSProxν‖(Pw)(j)◦·‖21((Px)
(j)), j = 1, · · · , l
}
,
where ∂HSProxν‖(Pw)(j)◦·‖21(·), for each j = 1, · · · , l, is defined in (28). Then ∂HSProxνp(·) can be
regarded as the generalized Jacobian of Proxνp(·) satisfying the following properties.
(a) ∂HSProxνp(·) is a nonempty, compact valued and upper-semicontinuous multifunction;
(b) for any x ∈ Rn, the elements in ∂HSProxνp(x) are all symmetric and positive semidefinite;
(c) Proxνp(·) is strongly semismooth with respect to ∂HSProxνp(·).
In addition, we could construct a specific element in ∂HSProxνp(x) according to Proposition 11.
5 Numerical experiments
In this section, we perform numerical experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed AS
strategy with the PPDNA for solving exclusive lasso models. For simplicity, we take the weight
vector w to be all ones, and the vector c to be zero. The exclusive lasso model can be described as
min
x∈Rn
{
h(Ax) + λ
l∑
j=1
‖xgj‖21
}
. (31)
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All our computational results are obtained by running Matlab on a windows workstation (12-core,
Intel Xeon E5-2680 @ 2.50GHz, 128G RAM).
In the numerical experiments, we mainly focus on three aspects.
(1) We compare our proposed PPDNA for solving (31) with three state-of-the-art first-order
algorithms. The efficiency and scalability of the PPDNA indicates that it is the best choice
for solving the exclusive lasso model with a given λ > 0.
(2) We compare the proposed AS strategy for generating a solution path for (31) with the com-
monly used warm-start approach. The numerical experiments demonstrate the extremely
good performance of the AS strategy together with the PPDNA.
(3) We apply the exclusive lasso model (31) to some real applications, including the index ETF
(exchange traded fund) in finance, image and text classifications in multi-class classifications.
In our experiments, we measure the accuracy of the obtained solution by the relative KKT
residual:
ηKKT :=
‖x− Proxλp(x−AT∇h(Ax)‖
1 + ‖x‖+ ‖AT∇h(Ax)‖ .
We terminate the tested algorithm when ηKKT ≤ ε, where ε > 0 is a given tolerance, which is set
to be 10−6 by default.
5.1 Comparison of the PPDNA with other algorithms
In this subsection, we compare our proposed PPDNA for solving (31) with a given λ > 0 to three
state-of-the-art first-order algorithms: ILSA [15], ADMM with step length κ = 1.618 [10] and
APG with restart under the setting described in [2]. We take τ = 1/λmax(AA
T ) in the PPDNA.
In the experiments, we also terminate PPDNA when it reaches the maximum iteration of 200,
and terminate ILSA, ADMM and APG when they reach the maximum iteration of 200, 000. In
addition, we set the maximum computation time of each experiment as 1 hour. To demonstrate the
efficiency and scalability of the algorithms, we perform the time comparison on synthetic datasets
over a range of scales.
The regularized linear regression problem with synthetic data. In the model (31), we
take h(y) :=
∑m
i=1(yi − bi)2/2, where b ∈ Rm is given. Motivated by [3], we generate the synthetic
data using the model b = Ax∗ + , where x∗ is the predefined true solution and  ∼ N (0, Im)
is a random noise vector. Given the number of observations m, the number of groups l and the
number of features p in each group, we generate each row of the matrix A ∈ Rm×lp by independently
sampling a vector from a multivariate normal distribution N (0,Σ), where Σ is a Toeplitz covariance
matrix with entries Σij = 0.9
|i−j| for features in the same group, and Σij = 0.3|i−j| for features
in different groups. For the ground-truth x∗, we randomly generate 10 nonzero elements in each
group with i.i.d values drawn from the uniform distribution on [0, 10].
We mainly focus on solving the exclusive lasso model in the high-dimensional settings. Hence,
we fix m to be 200 and l to be 20, but vary the number of features p in each group from 50 to
1000. That is, we vary the total number of features n = lp from 1000 to 20000. To compare
the robustness of different algorithms with respect to the parameter λ, we test all the algorithms
under two different values of λ. More results for the PPDNA over a sequence of λ can be found in
the next subsection. The time comparison is shown in Figure 1, which demonstrates the superior
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performance of PPDNA, especially for large-scale instances, comparing to ILSA, ADMM and APG.
As one can observe, for the largest instance, PPDNA is at least a hundred times faster ADMM,
which is the best performing first-order method.
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Figure 1: Time comparison among PPDNA, ILSA, ADMM and APG for linear regression on
synthetic datasets.
More numerical results on higher-dimensional cases (larger m and larger p) are shown in Table
2. As one can see from Figure 1, APG and ILSA are not efficient enough to solve large-scale
instances, thus we only compare PPDNA with ADMM in these higher-dimensional cases. For the
largest two instances in Table 2, PPDNA is able to solve the problems within one minute, whereas
ADMM fails to solve them even after 1 hour.
Table 2: Comparison between PPDNA and ADMM for linear regression on synthetic datasets. In
the table, “23(106)” means “PPDNA iterations (total inner SSN iterations)”. Time is in the format
of (hours:minutes:seconds). Values in bold means that the algorithm fails to solve the instance to
the required accuracy.
iter ηKKT time
Data (m, l, p) λ PPDNA | ADMM PPDNA | ADMM PPDNA | ADMM
(500, 20, 2000)
1e-1 23(106) | 23332 8.5e-7 | 1.0e-6 0:00:10 | 0:08:08
1e-3 30(95) | 167472 6.3e-7 | 1.5e-6 0:00:11 | 1:00:00
(500, 20, 3000)
1e-1 23(97) | 46226 3.9e-7 | 2.1e-6 0:00:11 | 1:00:00
1e-3 29(100) | 50402 7.9e-7 | 9.0e-6 0:00:15 | 1:00:01
(1000, 20, 2000)
1e-1 21(132) | 16208 5.0e-7 | 1.0e-6 0:00:26 | 0:09:03
1e-3 28(160) | 89242 7.8e-7 | 1.0e-6 0:00:33 | 0:50:41
(1000, 20, 4000)
1e-1 22(107) | 15644 7.1e-7 | 1.2e-5 0:00:25 | 1:00:00
1e-3 29(126) | 15680 9.7e-7 | 3.6e-3 0:00:39 | 1:00:01
The regularized logistic regression problem with synthetic data. To test the regularized
logistic regression problem, we take h(y) =
∑m
i=1 log(1 + exp(−biyi)) in (31), where b ∈ {−1, 1}m is
given. We use the same synthetic datasets described in the previous part, except for letting bi = 1
if Ax∗ +  ≥ 0, and −1 otherwise. As one can see in the previous experiments, APG and ILSA
are very time-consuming when solving large-scale exclusive lasso problems compared to PPDNA
and ADMM. Thus for logistic regression problems, we only compare PPDNA with ADMM. The
numerical results are shown in Table 3. Again, we can observe the superior performance of PPDNA
against ADMM, and the performance gap is especially wide when the parameter λ = 10−5. For
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example, PPDNA is at least 110 times faster than ADMM in solving the instance (500, 20, 5000)
with λ = 10−5.
Table 3: Time comparison between PPDNA and ADMM for logistic regression on synthetic
datasets.
iter ηKKT time
Data (m, l, p) λ PPDNA | ADMM PPDNA | ADMM PPDNA | ADMM
(500, 20, 5000)
1e-1 12(45) | 2167 2.6e-7 | 1.0e-6 0:00:06 | 0:04:45
1e-3 37(51) | 6187 2.1e-7 | 1.0e-6 0:00:09 | 0:10:17
1e-5 67(68) | 21584 8.9e-7 | 1.0e-6 0:00:18 | 0:33:54
(1000, 20, 8000)
1e-1 13(50) | 1947 9.1e-8 | 1.0e-6 0:00:18 | 0:14:02
1e-3 57(69) | 6991 9.2e-7 | 1.0e-6 0:00:32 | 0:39:01
1e-5 89(90) | 10519 9.7e-7 | 1.4e-5 0:01:01 | 1:00:00
(2000, 20, 10000)
1e-1 11(48) | 1625 7.3e-7 | 1.0e-6 0:00:46 | 0:33:02
1e-3 62(72) | 3522 6.0e-7 | 5.8e-5 0:01:22 | 1:00:05
1e-5 79(80) | 4415 9.9e-7 | 2.5e-4 0:02:26 | 1:00:05
5.2 Solution path generation via the AS strategy
In this section, we present the performance of our proposed AS strategy with PPDNA for generating
a solution path of the exclusive lasso model in high dimensional cases. Although our AS strategy
can adopt other algorithms for solving the involved reduced problems, we choose PPDNA since it
outperforms other algorithms in solving the model for a fixed λ as seen in the previous subsection.
We take h(y) :=
∑m
i=1(yi − bi)2/2 in this subsection.
5.2.1 Efficient initialization via correlation test
Unlike the lasso model, there may not exist a regularization parameter value λmax such that the
exclusive lasso model admits a trivial optimal solution of all zeros. Thus, we must solve the exclusive
lasso model with an initial value λ0 even if we choose λ0 to be large. Of course, we can directly solve
the exclusive lasso model with λ0. However, this may be expensive for high dimensional problems
even with the powerful numerical algorithm PPDNA. Here, we propose a strategy for solving the
exclusive lasso model with a large λ0 by taking the advantage of the sparsity of the solution as well
as the AS strategy . The idea is actually quite intuitive, if we can guess a reasonable initial active
feature index set, then we can adopt the sieving property of the AS strategy to correct the active
feature index set adaptively.
Now, we discuss our strategy to guess the initial active feature index set I0(λ0), which is
similar to the idea of surely independent screening rule in [9]. First, we set the number of initial
active features to be d√ne. Then we choose the initial active features based on the correlation test
between each feature vector ai and the response vector b. That is, we compute si :=
|〈ai,b〉|
‖ai‖‖b‖ for
i = 1, · · · , n, and choose the initial guess of I0(λ0) as
I0(λ0) =
{
i ∈ {1, · · · , n} : si is among the first d
√
ne largest values in s1, . . . , sn
}
.
Then we can follow the procedure in Step 3 of the AS strategy to correct I0(λ0) adaptively and
compute an approximate optimal solution of the exclusive lasso model with λ0.
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To demonstrate the effectiveness of this strategy, we compare the running time of the PPDNA
for solving the exclusive lasso model with a given λ0 with and without guessing the initial active
feature index set in Table 4. We can see that the proposed strategy substantially improves the
efficiency of computing the solution of the exclusive lasso model with a given λ0. In the subsequent
experiments, we adopt this technique to initialize the AS strategy with the PPDNA.
Table 4: Time comparison of the PPDNA with and without the initial active feature guess
ηKKT time
Data (m, l, p) λ0 nnz(x) PPDNA with initial guess | PPDNA PPDNA with initial guess | PPDNA
(500, 20, 20000)
10 29 1.52e-7 | 7.28e-7 0:00:02 | 0:00:18
1 114 1.33e-7 | 4.41e-7 0:00:02 | 0:00:21
(1000, 20, 40000)
10 33 2.80e-7 | 4.03e-7 0:00:02 | 0:00:21
1 145 6.94e-8 | 3.04e-7 0:00:03 | 0:01:25
(1500, 20, 60000)
10 32 1.83e-7 | 5.86e-7 0:00:02 | 0:02:50
1 105 4.75e-8 | 2.25e-7 0:00:05 | 0:03:28
5.2.2 Solution path generation
Now, we demonstrate the efficiency of our AS strategy with the PPDNA for generating solution
paths of exclusive lasso models on synthetic datasets. We generate the random data in the same
manner as described in section 5.1 and test our algorithm on high dimensional datasets with the
number of feature n up to 1, 200, 000. We choose the range of λ from 1 to 10−4 with 20 equally
divided grid points on the log10 scale. We summarize our numerical results in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Numerical performance of the AS strategy with the PPDNA on synthetic datasets.
In the first row of Figure 2, we show the time comparison among three possible ways to generate
solution paths of exclusive lasso models with different problem sizes. The results clearly show that
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our AS strategy can significantly improve the efficiency of the path generation. Compared to
the obvious approach of warm-starting the PPDNA by using the optimal solution of the current
problem as the initial iterate for solving the next problem with a new smaller parameter, our AS
strategy can be at least 10 times more efficient for large instances. To uncover the reason behind,
we plot the average problem size of the reduced problems in the AS strategy versus the number of
nonzero entries of the optimal solution x∗(λ) in the second row. It is surprising that the average
reduced subproblem size in the AS strategy can nearly match the actual number of nonzeros in the
optimal solution, except for the first problem with the parameter value λ0.
In order to further demonstrate the power of the AS strategy, we show the time comparison of
the AS+PPDNA with the oracle PPDNA in the left panel of Figure 3. Here the oracle PPDNA
means that we apply the PPDNA to the reduced problem based on the true active features, which
are of course impossible to know in practice, otherwise there is no need to do any feature selection.
We could see that with the AS strategy, the running time is at most about 3 times longer than the
oracle PPDNA, which shows that our AS is near-optimal, at least for the exclusive lasso models.
In addition, the right panel of Figure 3 shows that we only need two or three rounds of sieving in
the AS strategy to solve the problem for each λ, which shows that our sieving technique is quite
effective in practice.
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Figure 3: Performance profile for the case when m = 1500, n = 1, 200, 000.
5.3 Real applications
In this subsection, we apply the exclusive lasso model to several real applications in finance and
multi-class classifications.
5.3.1 Index exchange-traded fund (index ETF)
Consider the portfolio selection problem where a fund manager wants to select a small subset of
stocks (to minimize transaction costs and business analyzes) to track the S&P 500 index. In order to
diversify the risks, the portfolio is required to span across all sectors. Such an application naturally
leads us to consider the exclusive lasso model.
In our experiments, we download all the stock price data in the US market between 2018-01-01
and 2018-12-31 (251 trading days) from Yahoo finance1, and drop the stocks with more than 10%
of their price data being missed. We get 3074 stocks in our stock universe and handle the missing
1https://finance.yahoo.com
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data via the common practice of forward interpolation. Then we denote the historical daily return
matrix as R ∈ R250×3074, and the daily return of the S&P 500 index as y ∈ R250. Since there are
12 sectors in the US market (e.g., finance, healthcare), we have a natural group partition for our
stock universe as G = {g1, g2, . . . , g12}, where gi is the index set for stocks in the i-th sector.
To test the performance of the exclusive lasso model in index tracking, we use the rolling
window method to test the in-sample and out-of-sample performance of the model. We use the
historical data in the last 90 trading days to estimate a portfolio vector via the model for the future
10 days. In each experiment, we scale the feature matrix A and the response vector b by 1/
√‖A‖F ,
and select the parameter λ in the range of 10−3 to 10−5 with 20 equally divided grid points on
the log10 scale, using 9-fold cross-validation. The in-sample and out-of-sample performance of the
exclusive lasso model, the lasso model and the group lasso model is shown in Figure 4. The out-of-
sample performance of the exclusive lasso model is visibly better than those corresponding to the
lasso and group lasso models.
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Figure 4: In-sample and out-of-sample performance of the exclusive lasso, the group lasso and the
lasso model for index tracking of S&P 500.
We plot the percentage of stocks from each sector in the portfolio obtained from the three
tested models in Figure 6. The result shows that the exclusive lasso model can select stocks from
all the 12 sectors, but the lasso model selects stocks only from 10 sectors and the group lasso model
selects stocks only from 7 sectors in the universe.
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Technology
Transport
(a) the exclusive lasso model (b) the lasso model (c) the group lasso model
Figure 6: Percentage of selected stocks by sectors.
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5.3.2 Image and text classifications
We test the exclusive lasso model on multi-class classifications. For a given k-class classification
dataset {(ai, bi)}Ni=1, where ai ∈ Rp is the feature vector and bi ∈ Rk is the one-hot representation
of the label, the exclusive lasso regression model for this problem [3,15,42] is given by:
min
X∈Rp×k
{1
2
‖AX − b‖2F + λ
p∑
j=1
‖Xj,:‖21
}
, (M1)
where A = [a1, a2, . . . , aN ]
T ∈ RN×p and b = [b1, b2, . . . , bN ]T ∈ RN×k. The key motivation for
considering this model is to capture the negative correlation among the classes. However, the
exclusive lasso regularizer may not exclude uninformative features if we penalize X row-wise since
it prefers to select at least one representative from each feature group. This phenomenon has also
been discussed in a recent paper [22]. In our experiments, we consider the following model instead:
min
X∈Rp×k
{1
2
‖AX − Y ‖2F + λ
k∑
j=1
‖X:,j‖21
}
. (M2)
The motivation for considering model (M2) is that we can do class-wise feature selections, since
the informative features for different classes are usually not identical. Also, uninformative features
will automatically be excluded by the nature of class-wise feature selections. In order to show that
the new model we suggest is meaningful, we first compare the model performance on two popular
real datasets: MNIST [18] and 20 Newsgroups2. We summarize the details of the datasets in Table
5. Note that, after vectorization, the target problem size is actually kN × kp.
Table 5: Details of real datasets.
Dataset Num. of classes k Num. of samples N Num. of features p Target problem size (m,n) = (kN, kp)
MNIST 10 60000 784 (600000, 7840)
20 Newsgroups 20 11314 26214 (226280, 524280)
We train (M1) and (M2) independently on the two datasets. As a prior knowledge, there are
a certain percentage of features which are uninformative for these two datasets (e.g., background
pixels for the MNIST dataset and some uninformative words for the 20 Newsgroups dataset). Thus
in each experiment, we set a lower bound for the value of λ such that no more than 90% features
are selected by the model. As a result, for the MNIST dataset, we train (M1) with λ in the range
from 10 to 0.1 and (M2) with λ from 10 to 10−3 with grid search and cross-validation. Similarly,
for the 20 Newsgroup dataset, we train (M1) with λ from 1 to 10−3 and (M2) with λ from 1 to
10−6. We summarize the results in Table 6 and Figure 7. We can observe that, the classification
accuracy of the two models are comparable, but model (M2) obviously performs better in terms of
feature selections.
Table 6: Model comparison on real datasets.
Dataset Model λ∗ total selected unique features nnz(X) training accuracy testing accuracy
MNIST
(M1) 1.0e-1 717 1922 84.01% 84.64%
(M2) 1.0e-3 449 1818 84.03% 84.79%
20 Newsgroups
(M1) 1.0e-3 25714 27537 88.15% 77.46%
(M2) 1.0e-6 2789 5942 91.70% 79.14%
2http://qwone.com/∼jason/20Newsgroups/
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Model comparison on MNIST (m=600000, n=7840)
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Figure 7: Model comparison between (M1) and (M2).
More importantly, as we can see in Table 6 and Figure 7, for the MNIST dataset, although
the numbers of features in each class selected by two models are close, the total selected unique
features of model (M2) is much less than that of model (M1). This is because a group of important
features which are selected by model (M2) are shared across different classes, which is consistent
to our prior knowledge since almost all the targeted digits are located at the center of the images
in the MNIST dataset. On the contrary, model (M1) selects 717 unique features out of the total
784 features, which means it selects a lot of uninformative features.
From now on, we focus on model (M2) and test the efficiency of our AS strategy with the
PPDNA for solving the model with a sequence of hyper-parameters. For the two datasets, we
generate solution paths for λ over the range from 1 to 10−3 with 10 equally divided grid points on the
log10 scale, and 10
−3 to 10−6 with 10 equally divided grid points on the log10 scale, respectively. To
fully demonstrate the power of AS+PPDNA approach for generating the solution paths, we compare
its computation time with those of five other algorithms: AS+ADMM, PPDNA with warm-start,
ADMM with warm-start, stand-alone PPDNA and stand-alone ADMM. We summarize the results
in Figure 8. We can observe that, AS+PPDNA is the best performer among all the six algorithms
for generating solution paths of the exclusive lasso model. Note that PPDNA beats ADMM by a
large ratio. But AS+ADMM fares much better than ADMM, and its performance is closer to that
of AS+PPDNA. This result also demonstrates the power of the AS strategy for solving large scale
sparse optimization problems.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we design an adaptive sieving strategy for generating solution paths of general
machine learning models, including those with the exclusive lasso regularizer. In order to solve
the reduced problems involved in the AS strategy for the exclusive lasso model, we design a highly
efficient and scalable dual Newton method based proximal point algorithm, which is proved to
converge superlinearly. As important ingredients, we systematically study the proximal mapping
of the weighted exclusive lasso regularizer and its generalized Jacobian. Numerical experiments
show that our AS strategy combined with the PPDNA is extremely efficient for generating solution
paths of large-scale exclusive lasso models.
Appendix
A Numerical implementation of the SSN method
In the SSN method presented in Algorithm 2, the key step is to compute the Newton direction, in
other words, to solve the linear system (23). Here we present the numerical implementation details.
In our implementation, we explore the structured sparsity of the HS-Jacobian deeply which results
in a highly efficient way to solve the linear system.
Denote A˜ := APT . Note that by the definition of the permutation matrix P, A˜ could be
obtained by permuting the columns in A according to P. Note that A˜ only needs to be computed
once as a preprocessing step of the PPDNA algorithm since P is fully determined by the fixed group
information G. Given (x˜, u˜) ∈ Rn × Rm and σ, τ > 0, we consider the following Newton system:(σ
τ
H + σA˜Diag(M1, · · · ,Ml)A˜T
)
d = R, (32)
where R ∈ Rm is a given vector, H ∈ ∇Proxσh/τ (Ax˜ + στ u˜), Mj ∈ ∂HSProxσλ‖(Pw)(j)◦·‖21((Pxˆ)
(j)),
j = 1, · · · , l, with xˆ := x˜ + σc − σAT u˜. As shown in Proposition 5, H is symmetric and positive
definite. We denote the Cholesky decomposition of H as H = LLT , where L is a nonsingular lower
triangular matrix. Then we can reformulate the equation (32) equivalently as(σ
τ
Im + σ(L
−1A˜)Diag(M1, · · · ,Ml)(L−1A˜)T
)
(LTd) = L−1R.
Note that when we consider the linear regression or the logistic regression problems, the matrix
H is in fact a diagonal matrix, which means that we can compute L and L−1 with very low
computational cost. For convenience, we write the linear system in a compact form as(
Im + τAˆMAˆT
)
dˆ = Rˆ, (33)
where Aˆ := L−1A˜ ∈ Rm×n, M := Diag(M1, · · · ,Ml) ∈ Rn×n, dˆ := LTd ∈ Rm and Rˆ := τσL−1R ∈
Rm. Since LT is an upper triangular matrix, we can recover d from dˆ with the cost of O(m2). In
the case of linear regression or the logistic regression problems, the cost of recovering d from dˆ is
actually O(m). Thus, we only need to focus on solving the linear system (33) for dˆ.
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Based on the discussions in Proposition 11, for each j ∈ {1, · · · , l}, we could choose Mj ∈
∂HSProxσλ‖(Pw)(j)◦·‖21((Pxˆ)
(j)) such that it has the following form:
Mj = Diag(ξj)− 2σλ
1 + 2σλ(w˜Tj w˜j)
w˜jw˜
T
j ,
where ξj ∈ Rnj−nj−1 is a 0-1 vector defined as (ξj)i = 0 if i ∈ I(|(Pxˆ)(j)|), (ξj)i = 1 otherwise, and
w˜j = (sign((Pxˆ)(j)) ◦ ξj) ◦ (Pw)(j), where I(·) is defined in (26).
We know that the costs of directly computing AˆMAˆT and AˆMAˆT d¯ for a given vector d¯ ∈ Rm
are O(m2n) and O(mn), respectively. This is computationally expensive when m and n are large.
Next we will carefully explore the second-order sparsity of the underlying Jacobian which will
substantially reduce the computational cost for solving the linear system (33).
For each j ∈ {1, · · · , l}, by taking advantage of the 0-1 structure of ξj and the definition of w˜j ,
we have
Mj = Diag(ξj)
(
Diag(ξj)− 2σλ
1 + 2σλ(w˜Tj w˜j)
w˜jw˜
T
j
)
Diag(ξj) = Diag(ξj)MjDiag(ξj).
Define Kj := {k | (ξj)k = 1, k = 1, · · · , nj − nj−1}, ξ := [ξ1; · · · ; ξl] ∈ Rn and K := {k | (ξ)k =
1, k = 1, · · · , n}. It holds that
AˆMAˆT = AˆDiag(ξ)Diag(M1, · · · ,Ml)Diag(ξ)AˆT = AˆKDiag(Mˆ1, · · · , Mˆl)AˆTK, (34)
where AˆK ∈ Rm×|K| is the matrix consisting of the columns of Aˆ indexed by K, and for each
j ∈ {1, · · · , l}, Mˆj ∈ R|Kj |×|Kj | is defined as
Mˆj = I|Kj | − cjvjvTj ,
with vj := (w˜j)Kj , cj :=
2σλ
1+2σλ(w˜Tj w˜j)
.
From the equation (34), we can see that the costs of computing AˆMAˆT and AˆMAˆT d¯ for a given
vector d¯ ∈ Rm reduce to O(m2|K|) and O(m|K|), respectively. The reduction of the computation
time is significant, since the sparsity of the solution induced by the exclusive lasso regularizer implies
that |K|  n. Note that when m is moderate, we could use the Cholesky decomposition to solve
the linear system (33) with the computational cost of O(m3 +m2|K|). For the case when |K|  m,
we could use the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [13] to further reduce the computational
cost of solving (33). To be specific, we have(
Im + AˆKDiag(Mˆ1, · · · , Mˆl)AˆTK
)−1
= Im − AˆK
(
Diag(Mˆ−11 , · · · , Mˆ−1l ) + AˆTKAˆK
)−1
AˆTK,
where for each j ∈ {1, · · · , l},
Mˆ−1j = I|Kj | +
(
c−1j − vTj vj
)−1
vjv
T
j .
Now, the cost of solving (33) is reduced to O(|K|3 + |K|2m). For the case when m and |K| are both
large, we could employ the conjugate gradient (CG) method to solve (33), where the computational
cost of each iteration of CG method is O(m|K|).
As one can see, in our implementation, we fully take advantage of the sparsity of the solution
and the structure of the underlying Jacobian to highly reduce the computational cost of solving the
Newton system (23), which makes our SSN method efficient and robust for large scale problems.
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